1. With table upside down install table legs as per table installation instructions.
Nota: Pedestal may be installed on either left or right side.
2. Remove drawers from pedestal. Extend drawers and release the catch on each side of the drawers. Pull drawers off the slides and push slides back into the pedestal.
3. Mount rear Z-shaped bracket to top and align mounting holes with 2 pre-drilled holes under table top. Secure using two 3/4" long screws provided; use a 3/8" socket. Install two 1/2" long screws as shown into the 1/4-20 inserts in rear Z-bracket. DO NOT TIGHTEN. Leave about a 1/4" gap between bracket and screw head.
4. Attach front mounting bracket using four 3/4" long screws and align mounting holes with the four pre-drilled holes in the table top. Leave these screws loose for now.
5. To mount pedestal, lift it so lip (in front of hole in top of pedestal) rests inside the groove in the front mounting bracket. Align rear keyholes in the top of the pedestal with the 1/2" long screws (partially secured to the rear Z-bracket). Pull pedestal forward so the keyholes engage with the screw heads. Position the pedestal flush with front of the table frame. Tighten screws in front and rear brackets.
6. Flip table up on its legs.
7. Replace drawers in pedestal by extending slides and reversing step #2. Be sure drawers slide in completely, then lock in catches.